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For the past few weeks it has almost seemed as if we had been living in line

with the barrel of a loaded gun - whether in front of the muzzle or behind it only
events will show - but the feeling has been there all the time that an explosion is

imminent, if not overdue.

Whole continents stripped of everything save the grim appurtenances of war and

the thirst for one another's blood stand embattled, anxiously watching the thawing
ice and draining slush in which they see, not so much the promise of summer, as the

chance of getting at each other’s throats.

Even in thepreparation of this Commentary, I have been haunted by the imminence

of great events - in fact as I listened to Frank Phillips just now I was wondering
whether or not he was going to announce that someone had at least set a match to the

powder.

During this momentous pause, the slimy scene-shifters on the other side of the

Channel have been getting busy, but this time with a kind of nervous haste -

re-adjusting their farcical Government - looking to pill-boxes and defences in

depth - issuing hectic proclamations and shooting-up our Commando sympathisers.

It almost seems as if the tide of enemy morale had at last turned - that the

arch-priest of aggression is beginning to fear the fruits of his own religion -

that the statue of force is beginning to crack at its weakest foundations - those

that lost on conquered soil.

The first wedge driven into this monument has been through our aggressive
fighter sweeps of the past year, whereby air supremacy has been obtained and held

far into occupied territory - as a direct reply to the German failure over our own

Kent and Sussex fields in the Battle of Britain.

The second wedge, which has penetrated oven deeper, has been forced home by
the hammer blows of Bomber Command, and it is their latest assaults which seem,

to have started something happening right inside the structure itself. We have all

been able to follow through the Press and wireless, almost hour by hour, the

cumulative effects of our groat day and night attacks of the past few -weeks, and

they appear to have culminated in the final breakdown of Hitler’s erratic reason for

he almost burst into hysterics in the Reichstag on Sunday, threatening to give us

back "bomb for bomb" but forgetting that he was sadly shortening the odds for he

originally offered as much as a hundred to one for every bomb dropped on Germany.

Just as an Eastern fakir, reclining on a bed of nails, may suddenly find one

or two extra spikes too much for his endurance, so has Hitler suddenly reacted to

the final probes of Lubeck and Rostock, and is now leaping about, not unnaturally,

offering us a "stand-up" fight.

In that great fight - if it comes - we shall have reached one of the tactical

and psychological turning points of the War, for by diverting to ourselves the

exasperated venom of the Luftwaffe we are withdrawing that self-same poison from

our friends in Russia, whose great battle for our cause may well be critical during

the next few months.

As you already know, nearly half the German fighter force is already pinned

down in the West, but in spite of mounting opposition our fighters have shot down

one hundred and five of the enemy during the first three months of this year -

seventy-nine over their own territory in daylight for the loss of only sixty-one

to ourselves.

The only thing which could make me waver in my assurance in proclaiming the

advantages of fighter sweeps, is the thought of that gallant sixty-one, and their

predecessors - some of whom were my friends - and one of them, Group Captain

Beamish, now missing, was in many ways among the outstanding airmen of our time.
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Group Captain Beamish was nearly forty years of ago - a "very old gentleman"

as fighter pilots go, and a very gallant gentleman among men of -any age. He had

flown for twenty of those years, and when at last they tried to thrust him within

the sanctuary of Whitehall, he replied that as long as he had the health and

strength to fly, and as long as any Germans were still able to do the same, he

would go after then.

His greatness cannot be measured by the dozen or so enemy aircraft he may

have shot down as a fighter - that is merely the dull arithmetic of destruction,

whereas Beamish was a creator who has left behind him, not a monument of broken

enemy aeroplanes, but a tradition of enduring courage and leadership.

There is a grim balance sheet in war in which apparently you must give of

the irreplaceable best of a nation in order to purchase - possibly at the cost

of the best of some other nation - immunity from the organised hatred of a few

of its lowest scum.

That, unfortunately, is one of the basic ironies and idiocies of war, which

can never be removed until war itself is removed - but which nevertheless has

caused the subject of our own bomber losses and even the worth-whileness of our

bomber offensive generally, to be raised in certain quarters.

One critic puts forward a number of the familiar arguments and suggestions
in a most plausible form. I will quote you his words: -

"Surely if we are in grave military difficulties, as we are in various parts
of the World, it would be sensible to suppose that our Air Force would be better

employed in fighting battles than in bombing towns? The general view of experts

today (he goes on) is that accurate bombing is very rarely possible. The Air

Force should be concentrated on actual battles and campaigns and not wasted on

the luxury of bombing towns and cities for propaganda purposes."

Well - all that sounds very reasonable, but curiously enough it

constitutes the highest compliment ever paid to Bomber Command, for those words

I have just quoted you cone from the German-controlled Radio Station broadcasting
to this country in English.

Dr. Goebbels is an enterprising fellow - he has taken on the job that beat

Goering - the job of stopping cur bombers getting into Germany and knocking hell

out of it!

I am not going to give you the long catalogue of our bombing successes during
the past month results are mare important that statistics and many of you have

seen the newspaper photographs of what was once Lubeck, and no doubt the further

photographs just issued showing what has happened to Rostock.

Nobody takes any personal pleasure or glory at the devastation of those no

doubt scenically excellent places - but they are standing between the people of

Leningrad and their food and arms, and no amount of very natural sentiment will

save our gallant Allies and their imprisoned families from a worse devastation

if ever they; ifall under the "Cultural care" of the Hun.

Apart from this bombing by us of centres of strategic importance to the

course of the war such as Rostock, or the acts of spiteful vandalism by the enemy

in bombing places of no strategic importance, such as Bath, Norwich and York,
there is the bombing of perpetual motion which is being suffered by cur own

Corregidor of the Mediterranean - Malta.

I once crashed there, and so can claim a close acquaintance with a soil which

since March has been receiving bombs at the rate of seventy tons a day - and has

sustained a pauseless world-record of assault comprising eleven thousand sorties.

And yet Malta - a lone defiant eagle - h
as, in a single month, between mid-

March and April, clawed more German aircraft out of the narrow space of sky above

its shores, than we have lost in the same period against the Luftwaffe, over the

whole area of German territory.
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Malta has even risen - literally from its ashes - in order to launch bomb

raids of its own against the enemy. That is an object lesson in the "spirit of

attack” which should give the World food for thought. But there is another.

It had been my ambition tonight to tell you the story of the daylight raid on

Augsburg in the way it deserves to be told - to weld into words this great flying

epic of all times which will rank - not merely in air history but in war history -

more highly as the years go by and its glory takes on the legendary lustre of the

great deeds of the past.

As I sat down - pen in hand - a sorry Tennyson with the story of this greater

"Light Brigade of the Air” still dormant in the inkpot - I could see those twelve

thirty-ton monsters on which they rode their charge - I had a memoried vision of

trees blurring past the leading edge of a wing - of cannon shells rocketing into a

little white-washed village - of the tense steely eyes of the pilot locking forward,
never more than a field, or two ahead - hour after hour.

And then I’m sorry to say I gave it up - the brush was too shaky - the canvas

too small. But I can at any rate try to re-tell you the story somehow - and re-tell

it I will.

They were called in for Briefing at twelve o’clock noon on the Seventeenth of

April - some eighty young men, mostly in their early twenties. They weren’t

specially picked, trained or doped with benzadrine on the German model - they were

just normally interested to find cut what all the excitement was about and when they

were told that they were to take on the sort of job 'which the Luftwaffe had given up

two years ago as impossible they seemed chiefly concerned with the contours of that

last wooded hill before Augsburg over which in a few hours time some of them were to

get their first glimpse of the deadly breeding ground of the Submarine Diesel.

Then, later in the afternoon the hunt started - a hunt for a thousand miles at

fifty feet over hedges and ditches which has made every airmen in the World who has

ever tree-hopped for half a mile see in imagination a picture of the most fantastic

chase that probably the history of pursuit has ever known - a hunt to the tally-ho
of roaring engines which would have made Jorrocks turn in his grave.

Near Paris - thirty M.E. 109s pitched into them - not a machine of that first

squadron of six Lancasters swerved - but four went down, shot to ribbons. No-one

will ever know how many of the enemy went with them for the rear-gunners were taking

them, one at a time as they came in, with eyes for nothing save each successive

swerving shadow down the line of the sights.

Of that first formation of six, two aircraft alone went on from Paris, Prom

above they were invisible - flat camouflaged patches with their bellies to the earth.

From the ground they were just a great shadow and a roar of engines, which sent cattle

stampeding and troops rushing to telephones, so that one can imagine the anxious

ripple of warning running ahead of them like a bow-wave, as worried staffs plotted

their course from town to town. Was it Munich, was it Nuremburg, was it madness?

As Nettleton and his one lone follower pulled up over the ridge and roared

practically down the streets of Augsburg at three hundred miles an hour, guns

already trained spouted from the buildings in a panic of inaccuracy.

We have his own account of how the delay bonds wont up behind him on the target

- of how last seen on fire his friend also bombed and disappeared - of how as

leader and sole survivor of that first squadron he ploughed a lonely furrow homewards

into the gathering dusk.

The second formation of six, following a few minutes later, reached Augsburg

intact and bombed. Two of them, with a fantastic courage which baffles even the

understanding, went in and bombed whilst already in flames.

Then the remainder turned and swept homewards - later to keep an appointment at

Buckingham Palace as worthy representatives of those who were already keeping a

greater appointment elsewhere.
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Perhaps you are asking yourself what does all this mean - this lavish

expenditure of machinery - these heroics - this loss of life? The more practical
minded among us will rightly say, "Where does it get us with the war, and what

is the dividend?"

It gets us this far - we, Napoleon’s Nation of Shopkeepers" - the earth

dwellers of an obscure island, which was once the abode of blue-painted savages -

it gets us to a place from which we can realise once more the reason for our

own evolution - the reason why this little pin-point of the map became the

hub around which the civilised world revolved - in brief, it gets us to the

three word reason for our past greatness - attack - initiative - daring.

That’s what shakes and has always shaken our enemies - that is what has

pushed a hole in the submarine sheds at Augsburg - and as even greater hole in

Germany’s self-esteem. It ins given the German radio the hardest job of its

life in explaining to a people long taught to worship air power as a god - why
their god has now deserted them, and why all the promises of the involability of

German soil have fallen flat - flatter even than Lubeck and Rostock.

Until the dawning of that happy day when our men set foot on the continent

of Europe in force, we still have more then one second front against Hitler. We

have our air front to his lasting shame and confusion, and we have the front of

our own, boldness and resolution - a front on which - as long as we have men like

these - we shall never fail.

BRITISH BROADCASTING CORPORATION
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